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ABSTRACT: As urban systems become more complex and sophisticated, the vulnerability of densely 
populated areas under earthquake hazard also increases. To establish risk-based strategies for hazard 
mitigation and recovery at the urban community level, many research efforts have been made for 
probabilistic seismic risk assessment (PSRA). When performing PSRA, structural responses are usually 
estimated by fragility functions or nonlinear static procedures. It is, however, noted that developing 
fragilities of each of numerous structures in a large area may require huge computational cost whereas 
nonlinear static procedures may not incorporate variabilities of the structural responses given a seismic 
intensity. Recently, the authors developed a deep-learning-based approach for probabilistic evaluation of 
the structural responses for a wide class of hysteretic behavior and ground motions. To reduce the 
computational cost of a regional seismic loss estimation and improve its accuracy, this paper proposes a 
new PSRA using the deep-learning-based method. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
method and its merits, a hypothetical example of PSRA is investigated. In addition, this paper proposes 
a procedure to determine the optimal number of sensors, in which the deep-learning-based method is 
used to evaluate the seismic loss. Furthermore, the trained deep neural network model is employed as a 
surrogate model for a real-time PSRA. The deep-learning-based PSRA and the procedure to determine 
the sensors for installation are expected to improve PSRA at community level in terms of efficiency and 




Urban communities are relying on highly 
complex infrastructure systems with a large 
number of components and their interdependency. 
To properly assess the risk of an urban community 
against natural or man-made hazards, it is 
therefore important to predict not only the damage 
of each individual structural system but also the 
total loss at the community level. Due to various 
uncertainties in potential natural and man-made 
hazards, structural systems, and socio-economic 
impacts, the risk assessment of the urban 
community should be performed as a probabilistic 
analysis, for which simulation-based method is 
often used, e.g., Monte-Carlo simulation. 
In order to predict the structural responses 
under an earthquake with the uncertainties 
incorporated, researchers have been using 
fragility functions developed for the structural 
systems of interest (Bai et al., 2009; Miller and 
Baker, 2015), while others adopted nonlinear 
static procedure (NSP) with probabilistic 
distributions assumed for the structural 
parameters (Goda and Hong, 2008). Both 
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methods are able to incorporate uncertainties into 
the predictions, but with some remaining 
challenges. In the former approach, a huge 
computational cost is required in developing the 
fragility functions for numerous types of 
structures based on the design spectrum of the 
region, and the ground motion scaling procedure 
during the fragility calculation may induce a bias 
in the response of nonlinear structures (Mai et al., 
2016). On the other hand, the structural responses 
obtained from the existing NSP methods (ASCE 
41-13, 2013; FEMA 440, 2005; Nassar and 
Krawinkler, 1991) cannot incorporate the 
uncertainties of the structural responses given 
seismic intensity measure and thus may show 
large estimation error, which eventually leads to 
under/overestimation of the regional seismic loss. 
Recently, the authors developed a new 
framework to estimate the responses of a wide 
class of structural system using a deep learning 
method (Kim et al., accepted) and a Bayesian deep 
learning method (Kim et al., under review). It was 
found that the accuracy of the proposed method is 
superior to that of three existing simple methods 
which are widely used in practice: capacity 
spectrum method (FEMA 440, 2005), the R-µ-T 
method (Nassar and Krawinkler, 1991), and the 
coefficient method (ASCE 41-13, 2013). In order 
to improve the accuracy of the seismic regional 
assessment coping with the uncertainties of the 
structural responses, this research employs the 
probabilistic deep learning-based prediction 
framework (Kim et al. under review) instead of 
using an NSP method. The application of the 
proposed method will be demonstrated through 
numerical investigations. In addition, a deep-
learning-based method is proposed to determine 
the required number of sensors for near-real-time 
assessment of the regional seismic loss after an 
earthquake event. 
2. REGIONAL LOSS ESTIMATION USING 
DEEP LEARNING METHOD 
This section briefly provides the background 
knowledge about the probabilistic seismic loss 
estimation of an urban community and the 
probabilistic deep neural network which was 
recently developed to estimate the nonlinear 
responses of single degree of freedom (SDOF) 
system. The procedure of the deep learning-based 
PSRA method is as follows: (1) ground motion 
intensity measures (IM) of the target region are 
derived from the ground motion prediction 
equation (GMPE), (2) structural responses are 
estimated by the probabilistic deep learning 
method (Kim et al. under review), (3) the 
corresponding regional loss is evaluated based on 
the estimated structural responses, and (4) iterate 
from step (1) to step (3) for each event simulation. 
2.1. Probabilistic seismic risk assessment 
A GMPE is usually written as follows: for an 
earthquake 𝑗  at site 𝑖  (Campbell and Bozorgnia, 
2008) 
 ln 𝑌&' = 𝑓*𝑀', 𝑅&' , 𝜃&/ + 𝜎&'𝜀&' + 𝜏'𝜂' (1) 
where 𝑌&'  represents the IM, 𝑓*𝑀', 𝑅&' , 𝜃&/ 
denotes the prediction of the median IM by the 
attenuation law as a function of magnitude 𝑀' , 
seismological distance 𝑅&' , and a set of other 
explanatory parameters 𝜃& , and 𝜀&'  and 𝜂'  denote 
the intra- and inter-event residuals, respectively 
which are random variables of mean zero and 
standard deviation one. The levels of uncertainties 
in intra- and inter-event residuals are represented 
by standard deviations 𝜎&' and 𝜏', respectively.  
The probability that the loss caused by an 
event exceeds a threshold  𝑙 is calculated as: 
 𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙) = ∫𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙|𝒚)𝑓𝐘(𝒚) 𝑑𝒚 (2) 
where 𝒚 and 𝑓𝐘(𝒚) respectively denote the vector 
of the IMs at the locations of the individual 
structures and its joint probability density 
function (PDF). Using Eq. (1), Eq. (2) can be 
rewritten as: 
𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙) =  
 ∑ [𝜆C ∫𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙|𝒚(𝑀,𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜀)) ∙ECFG  
                       𝑓𝐗|C(𝑀,𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜀|𝑠)𝑑𝑀𝑑𝑅𝑑𝜂𝑑𝜀] (3) 
where 𝜆C  denotes the annual occurrence rate of 
the event at source 𝑠,  𝒚(𝑀, 𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜀) = 𝒚(𝒙) 
represents Eq. (1), and 𝑓𝐱|C(∙)  represents the 
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conditional joint PDF of the random vector 𝐗 =
{𝑀, 𝑅, 𝜂, 𝜀} given a seismic source 𝑠. Introducing 
the occurrence rates normalized by their sum 𝜆P =
∑ 𝜆CECFG ,  i.e. 𝛼C = 𝜆C/𝜆P,  and a predictive PDF 
𝑓𝐗(𝒙) = ∑ 𝛼C ⋅ 𝑓𝑿|C(𝒙|𝑠),ECFG  Eq. (3) can be 
rewritten as 
𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙) = 𝜆P ⋅ ∫ 𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙|𝒚(𝒙)) ∙ 𝑓𝐱(𝒙)𝑑𝒙 (4) 
Then, the exceedance probability, or the 
complementary cumulative distribution function 
(CCDF) can be estimated by Monte Carlo 
simulation (MCS) as 
 𝑃(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙) ≈ 𝜆P ∙
G
V
∑ 𝐼(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙|𝒙X)VXFG  (5) 
where 𝐼(𝐿 ≥ 𝑙|𝒙X) is an indicator function which 
gives one if the regional loss for sample 𝒙X 
generated with respect to 𝑓𝐗(𝒙)  exceeds the 
threshold 𝑙, and zero otherwise.  
2.2. Probabilistic evaluation of seismic 
responses using deep learning method 
To probabilistically estimate the responses of a 
nonlinear hysteretic system without 
compromising the accuracy, the authors recently 
developed the deep neural network-based 
prediction framework (Kim et al., under review). 
The deep neural network (DNN) model is 
designed to evaluate the peak transient 
displacement, which is the most important 
response from the earthquake engineering 
perspective. The architecture of the DNN model 
is depicted in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the probabilistic 
DNN model 
 
The nonlinear seismic behavior of a 
structural system is represented by the hysteresis 
loops described in terms of force and 
displacement vectors. The features of the 
hysteretic behavior, that impact the inelastic 
seismic response of the structural system, are 
extracted by a convolution neural network (CNN), 
i.e. an orange box in Figure 1. The CNN has 
recently achieved practical success, especially in 
image classification and face recognition whose 
dataset shows strong spatial correlation. The 
hysteretic loop is obtained by performing a quasi-
static cyclic analysis of an SDOF system using 
predefined displacement steps. 
On the other hand, a set of useful features that 
can illustrate the intensities or characteristics of a 
stochastic ground motion excitation is used as the 
input of the DNN model. To this end, three 
different types of information are employed:  
source, peak values, and frequency contents of 
ground motions. Finally, using the Bayesian deep 
neural network scheme whose loss function is 
proportional to the negative logarithm of a 
Gaussian probability density function, the DNN 
model is developed to predict the conditional 
mean and variance of the structural responses 
given input features describing structure and 
ground motions. 
In order to develop the DNN model, 54,090 
hysteretic behaviors (Linear 90, Bilinear 27,000, 
and Bilinear with stiffness degradation 27,000), 
and 1,499 ground motions obtained from the 
NGA database (Power et al., 2008) are employed 
for training. For example, the predicted 
probabilistic peak displacement of a single 
structure under 1,499 ground motions are plotted 
in Figure 2 (rearranged in increasing order of the 
mean response predicted by the probabilistic 
model) along with the structural responses 
obtained by the time history analysis (blue circles). 
Note that the plot shows the natural logarithms of 
the peak displacements. The mean curve predicted 
with DNN model is plotted together with an 
orange-colored area representing mean ±1 
standard deviation (SD) interval, which covers 
approximately 70% of the probability distribution 
of the predicted structural response. 
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Figure 2: Performance of the probabilistic DNN 
model. 
 
It is found that most of the data points fall 
within the mean ±1SD intervals in Figure 2. It is 
also noteworthy that the width of the SD interval 
varies. In particular, the SD interval is relatively 
small and constant when the peak displacement is 
small, but it increases after passing the red 
horizontal line that corresponds to the yield 
displacement of the system. This is because a 
structural system behaves nonlinearly under a 
relatively large intensity ground motion, but the 
features that we used to train the probabilistic 
neural network partially describe the ground 
motion characteristics that may influence the 
nonlinear behavior of a structural system. This 
phenomenon indicates that the probabilistic DNN 
can successfully capture the uncertainties 
increased by the nonlinear behavior of the 
structure. Thus, using the DNN model, one can 
estimate the mean structural response under an 
earthquake the uncertainty associated with the 
predicted structural response. 
3. AGGREGATED REGIONAL MONETARY 
LOSS 
As a case study of regional loss assessment, we 
consider a set of hypothetical buildings which 
mimic a building stock in downtown Vancouver. 
The moment magnitude 𝑀[  7.9 event from a 
point source located at (48.9°	N,123.2°	W)  is 
investigated. The set of 200 hypothetical 
buildings are randomly distributed over a square 
area of 2.5 km by 2.5 km whose center is located 
at (49.2°	N, 123.2°	W), as shown in Figure 3. 18 
different building types associated with the 
HAZUS-Earthquake classification (FEMA and 
NIBS 2003; Goda and Hong, 2008) are introduced 
including 80 residential and 120 commercial 
buildings. The structural systems are 
approximately modeled as bilinear SDOF systems 
and the parameters of each building type are 
shown in Table 1. 
 
Figure 3: 200 buildings distributed on 400 property 
lots (40´10) in a virtual downtown area 
3.1. Structural damage assessment and monetary 
loss estimation 
Bilinear SDOF systems are investigated in a 
seismic design framework (NRCC 2005) in which 
the minimum required design base shear force 𝑉f 
is given as 
 𝑉f = 𝐶C ∙ 𝑊 (6) 
where 𝑊  represents the total weight of the 
structural system, and 𝐶C denotes the design base 
shear coefficient of the given building type (Table 
1). On the other hand, the yield displacement of 
the building Δj is given as 
 Δj = 𝑅V𝐶C𝑊/𝑘 (7) 
where 𝑅V is the coefficient representing the ratio 
between the actual yield strength of a designed 
structure to the design base shear 𝑉f , and 𝑘 
represents the stiffness of the system. The 
ductility capacity 𝜇m  and 𝑅V  are assumed to 
follow lognormal distributions with the mean 
values in Table 1 and the coefficients of variation 
(c.o.v) of 0.3 and 0.15 (Ellingwood et al., 1980; 
Ibarra, 2003), respectively. 
By assuming that the monetary loss starts to 
occur as the building response exceeds the yield 
point of the hysteretic curve, the capacity and 
demand of the structural system are described in 
terms of the ductility ratio. Accordingly, the 
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damage factor 𝛿 due to a seismic excitation can be 
represented as (Goda and Hong, 2008) 
 𝛿 = max rmin r tuG
tvuG
, 1w , 0w (8) 
where 𝜇  represents the displacement of the 
system subjected to an earthquake (normalized by 
the yield displacement). Total collapse occurs 
when 𝛿 = 1, while the partial damage is observed 
for 𝛿 ∈ (0, 1).  
For convenience, the monetary seismic loss 
of the structural damage is categorized into three 
types in terms of the previously defined damage 
factor: building-related loss 𝐿z{(𝛿) , contents-
related loss 𝐿|}(𝛿) , and business-interruption 
loss 𝐿z~(𝛿)  (Goda and Hong, 2008). Such loss 
functions are expressed as  
 𝐿∗(𝛿) = 𝛿∗𝐿∗(1) (9) 
where ∗ can be 𝐵𝐿, 𝐶𝑂, and 𝐵𝐼, 𝛿 is the damage 
factor calculated with Eq. (8), and 𝛽 is the model 
parameter. 𝐿∗(1) denotes the replacement costs of 
the complete damage state for each loss type in 
terms of Canadian dollar (CAD). These values are 
available in Table 1. By summing up the damage 
loss functions of all buildings in the target area, 
one can estimate the aggregated seismic loss 
subjected to the earthquake scenario as 
 𝐿 = ∑ *𝐿z{(𝛿&) + 𝐿|}(𝛿&) + 𝐿z~(𝛿&)/
Xv
&FG  (10) 
where 𝑛m represents the total number of building 
in the region. The maximum possible seismic loss 
of the region is equal to 𝐿 computed from Eq. (10) 
when 𝛿& = 1 for all buildings. 
3.2. Scenario earthquake 
To estimate the IMs for each property lot given 
the assumed point source event, the GMPE 
suggested by Campbell and Bozorgnia (2008) is 
used in this numerical example, while the intra-
event residuals are adopted from Loth and Baker 
(2011) to consider the correlations between both 
different intensities and locations. For simplicity, 
the soil properties at sites are described in terms 
of shear velocity 𝑉𝑠 = 760	𝑚/𝑠. 
3.3. Numerical investigation 
5,000 MCS are carried out to assess the seismic 
loss for 200 hypothetical buildings. Unlike the 
coefficient method, since the probabilistic DNN 
model provides the mean and variance of the 
structural responses for each scenario, the peak 
displacement of each building can be randomly 
generated using the estimated distribution 
parameters. First, in order to confirm the effects 
of the spatial correlation, the aggregated losses are 


















1 8 2 10×12 W1-RES1 87.6, 21.9, 19.9 0.75, 0.68, 0.57 0.4 2 6 0.12 
2 8 1 8×12 W1-RES1 87.6, 21.9, 19.9 0.75, 0.68, 0.57 0.4 2 6 0.12 
3 17 2 15×30 W2-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.81, 0.68, 0.62 0.4 2 6 0.12 
4 12 2 15×30 W1-COM1 47.8, 26.5, 23.9 0.81, 0.68, 0.43 0.4 2 6 0.12 
5 1 5 18×36 S4M-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.69, 0.58, 0.53 0.7 2.25 4 0.1 
6 2 5 18×36 S4M-COM4 103.5, 51.7, 163.9 0.70, 0.58, 0.57 0.7 2.25 4 0.1 
7 1 13 18×36 S4H-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.69, 0.59, 0.53 1.4 2.25 3 0.075 
8 1 13 18×36 S4H-COM4 103.5, 51.7, 163.9 0.70, 0.59, 0.57 1.4 2.25 3 0.075 
9 7 2 15×30 C2L-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.76, 0.64, 0.58 0.4 2.5 6 0.12 
10 10 2 15×30 C2L-COM1 47.8, 26.5, 23.9 0.75, 0.64, 0.41 0.4 2.5 6 0.12 
11 18 5 18×36 C2M-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.75, 0.64, 0.58 0.6 2.5 5 0.12 
12 27 5 18×36 C2M-COM4 103.5, 51.7, 163.9 0.77, 0.64, 0.62 0.6 2.5 5 0.12 
13 13 15 18×36 C2H-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.76, 0.64, 0.58 1.65 3 3 0.05 
14 25 15 18×36 C2H-COM4 103.5, 51.7, 163.9 0.77, 0.64, 0.62 1.65 3 3 0.05 
15 4 2 15×30 URMLR-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.81, 0.69, 0.62 0.35 2 5 0.08 
16 34 2 15×30 URMLR-COM1 47.8, 27.9, 26.3 0.81, 0.69, 0.43 0.35 2 5 0.08 
17 4 3 20×40 URMMR-RES3 111.4, 27.9, 26.3 0.81, 0.69, 0.63 0.5 2 3.3 0.08 
18 8 3 20×40	 URMMR-COM2 61.0, 33.4, 19.5 0.80, 0.69, 0.49 0.5 2 3.3 0.08 
a 𝐼z is the building index which is related to the structural and occupancy types defined in HAZUS-Earthquake (FEMA and NIBS, 2003) 
b 𝐶C is used to represent the seismic design level for existing buildings. 
Note that 5% post-yield stiffness ratio is assumed for structural systems in this research. 
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computed with and without considering such 
correlation. The exceedance probabilities 𝑃(𝐿 ≥
𝑙) are computed for both cases as shown in Figure 
4. The results confirm that the spatial correlation 
highly influences on the seismic loss assessment, 
especially where the systemic events have low 
probability, i.e. low and high aggregate loss. 
Therefore, one might over-or underestimate the 
probability of occurrence given regional seismic 
loss when neglecting such correlation. 
 
Figure 4: The effects of spatial correlation on 
aggregated regional losses 
 
Figure 5: Comparison between the aggregated losses 
obtained from the probabilistic DNN model and the 
coefficient method 
 
Next, to demonstrate the impact of the 
accuracy of structural response predictions, the 
aggregate loss obtained from the proposed 
method is compared with the one based on 
structural responses estimated by the coefficient 
method (ASCE 41-13, 2013; Figure 5). The 
exceedance probabilities match well when the 
aggregated loss is low, i.e. the peak displacement 
is formed around the yield displacement during 
excitation. However, as the intensity of the 
earthquake is increased, the discrepancy becomes 
severe, especially the loss evaluated using the 
coefficient method underestimates the damage of 
the region. This is because (1) the coefficient 
method predicts the peak displacement with a 
large error (Kim et al., accepted), and (2) it cannot 
incorporate the variabilities of the structural 
responses given IM. The results confirm that such 
uncertainties make a significant impact on the 
results of seismic losses and thus should be taken 
into account when performing PSRA. 
4. FINDING OPTIMAL NUMBER OF 
SENSORS FOR NEAR-REAL-TIME 
ASSESSMENT 
In prediction of regional seismic loss for future 
earthquake scenarios, IMs are simulated at every 
property lot using attenuation law. If one aims to 
use the proposed method for the purpose of near-
real-time loss assessment based on data collected 
from the sensors in the region, the assessment 
should rely on limited number of sensors. In this 
study, a deep-learning-based method is proposed 
to find the optimal number of sensors for effective 
near-real-time regional loss assessment. The 
proposed procedure is summarized as follows: 
w Step 1: Generate training and test datasets 
using a hypothetical earthquake scenario. For 
each event, generate IMs for property lots and 
estimate the corresponding loss. 
w Step 2: Select a certain number of sensors in 
the region (randomly distributed), then 
estimate the IMs for the entire region by 
interpolation. For example, among 400 
property lots, if 10 sensors are used, IMs for 
390 property lots are estimated using a 2D 
linear interpolation. Moreover, to use the 
interpolation method, we always select the 
sensors located at the corner of the region. 
w Step 3: After training the DNN model to 
predict the regional loss given IMs, calculate 
the error, e.g. mean squared error between 
prediction and actual value, using the test 
dataset. 
w Step 4: Iterate from Step2 to Step 3 as varying 
the number of sensors. 
As a result, the residual errors are plotted with 
respect to the number of sensors installed in the 
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area, which can be helpful for a stakeholder to find 
the optimal number of sensors to be installed. 
To demonstrate the proposed procedure by 
the example of 200 hypothetical buildings 
investigated above, the DNN model which adopts 
CNN is constructed as shown in Figure 6. Since 
the IMs on 400 property lots (40 × 10) resemble 
a piece of image, CNN is considered a good 
choice to predict its seismic loss. Dropout 
(Srivastava et al., 2014) and Batch normalization 
(Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) are applied after a 
rectified linear operator (ReLU; Nair and Hinton, 
2010) for proper training. 
 
Figure 6: DNN model to predict the aggregated loss 
 
To make the method simple and practical, 
only peak ground acceleration (PGA) for each 
grid is considered as our target IMs for input to 
predict the regional loss. 9 different numbers of 
installed sensors are considered: 5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 
60, 80, 100 and 200 (i.e. 9 different DNN models 
are constructed), and 4,000 samples are used to 
train the DNN model among 5,000 samples 
generated from Section 3 (i.e. the remaining 1,000 
samples are used for testing the DNN models after 
training). In order to resolve the skewness of the 
distribution, the natural logarithm is applied to the 
input. Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is 
introduced as an optimization algorithm to 
minimize the mean squared error (MSE) with 64 
batches and 2,000 epochs (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 7: The number of sensors in the region and 
corresponding mean squared error 
Even though the MSE of test set does not 
monotonically decrease as the number of sensors 
is increased, Figure 7 shows a clear trend. More 
specifically, the MSE has no significant changes 
until the number of sensors is increased up to 20. 
After that, the greater number of sensors are used, 
the faster MSE drops to the certain values, then 
slowly decreases after 80 sensors. Since the 
locations of the sensors are randomly selected in 
the region, the MSE can stay large even if the 
number of sensors is increased, especially where 
the number of sensors is relatively low. 
Based on these results, the stakeholder can 
decide the minimum number of sensors as around 
80 because a further increase is not expected to 
significantly improve the performance of the 
DNN model. Moreover, the trained DNN model 
can be used as a surrogate model as a replacement 
of the time-consuming MCS procedure. 
Therefore, using the proposed procedure and 
trained DNN model, seismic loss estimation can 
be carried out in near-real-time with the identified 
optimal number of sensors. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Using the probabilistic deep learning-based 
prediction of structural responses, a new regional 
seismic loss estimation method is developed. To 
check the applicability, a numerical investigation 
was carried out for a set of 200 hypothetical 
buildings located in a virtual downtown area. It 
was demonstrated that one can assess the regional 
loss using the deep learning method with 
considering the spatial correlation of intensity 
measures using the cross-correlation model. In 
addition, a procedure to determine the optimal 
number of sensors for the purpose of near-real-
time regional loss assessment is proposed using 
the deep learning method. Using the proposed 
procedures and the developed deep learning 
model, stakeholders can decide the optimal 
number of sensors to be installed in the region to 
facilitate near-real-time regional seismic loss 
assessment. Although the identified optimal 
number of sensors can help stakeholder’s decision, 
the information on optimal location per a given 
number of sensors is also desirable. To this end, 
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further study is currently underway using the 
probabilistic deep learning method. 
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